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Background 

The draft revised HELCOM Response Manual was submitted in document 13-1 Rev.1 for consideration by 

RESPONSE 27-2020. Chapter 10 (Oil sampling) was not included in that version, as also explained in the cover 

note of the document.  

 

During the review of the Response Manual, Dr Uta Kraus from the Federal Maritime and Hydrographic Agency 

(BSH), Germany, kindly offered to provide text on oil sampling for the Manual. The draft text on oil sampling 

is set out in the Annex of this document, and it is proposed that it is included in the revised Response Manual 

as Chapter 10.  

 

Chapter 6 (Guidelines for oil sampling) of the current HELCOM Response Manual has been moved to Annex 

13 of the draft revised Response Manual set out in document 13-1 Rev.1. Consideration could be given to its 

partial or full replacement by sampling guidelines which are currently under development by EMSA.    

 

Action requested 

The Meeting is invited to consider the text set out in the Annex and to agree on its inclusion in Chapter 10 
of the revised Response Manual. The Meeting is further invited to consider the option of replacing the 
Guidelines for oil sampling set out in Annex 13 of the draft revised Response Manual, with sampling 
guidelines that are currently under development by EMSA. 
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Chapter 10. Oil Sampling 
HELCOM Response Manual 

 

10.   OIL SAMPLING 
 

Oil sampling can be carried out for a number of reasons. Oil can be sampled from a spill e.g. to pre-

check the applicability of special cleaning methods (dispersants etc.). Beside those applications 

directly linked to response and clean-up operations, oil spill samples are also taken in a legal context 

for environmental forensic investigations. Such investigations aim at identifying the source of the 

oil spills. The information is used in legal procedures both in case of illegal discharges and in 

accidental oil spills.  

 

As in all environmental forensics, oil sampling is the key element to meaningful results. Legal 

sampling is the first crucial step in a chain of procedures that ultimately lead to data presented in a 

court case or data that is the base for long-term monitoring and compensation claims.  

 

Since oil sampling happens “in the real world” under circumstances that are hard to control, it is the 

part of the process most prone to mistakes. Results derived from flawed samples are useless at best 

and misleading at worst. However, good sampling practice goes a long way in safeguarding reliable 

results.  

 

Over the last decades, analytical procedures in pollution crime forensics have become increasingly 

sophisticated and are highly developed these days. However, for such analyses to be successful, 

sampling in this context should be above any doubt about its legal credibility. Legal oil sampling is 

preservation of evidence and should be carried out in a way reflecting this fact.  

 

The highly developed analytical techniques in place in environmental forensics today can only 

provide reliable data when they are derived from good quality samples. With new challenges like 

novel types of ship fuels it becomes increasingly important to monitor the applicability of sampling 

procedures.    

 

In Annex 13 of the Manual oil spill sampling is described in detail. The annex includes equipment 

and sampling techniques for different sampling situations and oil types, as well as aspects of 

sampling coordination, documentation and transport.  

 

 

2.1. Key Aspects of Oil Sampling 
 

Special requirements regarding legal sampling can differ between countries. However, some 

fundamental principles of good sampling practice are applicable throughout. 

 

Good sampling coordination and planning 
 

It is especially important to implement good sampling coordination nationally and internationally. 

Sampling procedures should be incorporated in national contingency plans and made as a part of 
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the response training. Sampling coordination and planning should be organized in detail before an 

incident. 

 

Oil sampling personnel should be specified beforehand, as well as the personnel who organizes the 

sampling on a higher level. Only when these responsibilities are precisely defined it is assured that 

oil sampling will be carried out in a timely fashion and that unbiased samples before cleaning 

operations are retrieved. Then it can also be ensured that the sampling pattern is representative 

and that the number of samples taken is sufficient. Producing additional work and high cost by 

parallel sampling from different organizations should be avoided.  

 

Training of personnel 
 

It is important to train sampling personnel in proper sampling techniques, as in oil sampling there is 

no going back. The dimension, location and chemical composition of the spill keep changing, so 

there is no possibility to repeat a faulty sampling campaign. 

 

Use of standardized protocols 
 

Standardized (international) protocols should be followed. By using them it is assured that the whole 

sampling personnel is working in a comparable manner applying the correct techniques. By using a 

standardized form of documentation it is ensured that documentation is complete, including the 

chain of custody. 

 

Enough time for sampling 
 

Since staff is often obliged to carry out different tasks during an incident, it is important to allot 

enough time for sampling among other obligations. Rushed sampling on the fly is no base for good-

quality samples.  

 

 


